Privacy Policy
The participants of FINOPOLIS 2018, of their own free will and in their own interests, by inputting
their personal data in the personal web office of the website finopolis.ru, consents to the
processing of their personal data, given during registration, by the Roscongress Foundation
(registered at 1, Bolshaya Yakimanka Ulitsa, Moscow 119180, Russia) under the following
conditions:



Personal data is processed automatically.
Consent is given to process the following personal data: surname, name, patronymic, sex,
date and place of birth, passport information (citizenship, series and passport number,
issuing authority, and date of issue), address (registered address and actual address),
home and mobile telephone numbers, information about place of work or study,
photograph.

The purpose of personal data processing is to enable:



Fulfilment of the agreement to arrange participation in the Event held by the Roscongress
Foundation and/or permission for the user to enter the site where the Event is being held
Fulfilment of the requirements of the law of the Russian Federation

During the processing of personal data, the following actions will be completed: collection,
recording, verification, systematization, accumulation, storage, clarification (updating or
amendment), retrieval, use, transfer (distribution, provision, access), anonymization, blocking,
deletion, and destruction of data.
The transfer of personal data to third parties will take place under the regulations set out in the
law of the Russian Federation, and according to the agreement concluded with the involvement
of the user or with the agreement of the user.
This agreement will be valid for an indefinite period, and may be rescinded by the user if he or
she gives notice in writing to the Roscongress Foundation in accordance with the regulations set
out in the law of the Russian Federation.
The Roscongress Foundation will cease processing of personal data and destroy it within 1 (one)
month of receiving a request to cancel this agreement, or within the period specified by current
legislation if the agreement is not rescinded. From the moment the Roscongress Foundation
receives notice that the agreement to process personal data is to be rescinded, the right to enter
the Event site will also be rescinded.

